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In [l] Amitsur showed that an algebra A is p.i. equivalent to the algebra 
of n x y1 matrices if and only if the ideal of identities for A is prime; i.e., 
fb 1, . . . . x,) &7(x,, . ..s x,) is a p.i. for A if and only if f or g is. This theorem 
was generalized by Kemer in [3]. Kemer calls an algebra A verbally prime 
iff(x,, . . . . x,) g(x, + 1) . ..> xk) is a p.i. for A if and only if .f or g is. He proves 
over a field F of characteristic zero that a verbally prime algebra must be 
p.i. equivalent to one of the following: 
(1) 0, the trivial case, or 
(2) M,(F), II x n matrices over the field F, or 
(3) M,(E), II x II matrices over an infinite dimensional Grassmann 
algebra E, or 
(4) M,,,> which we will not define, or 
(5) the free algebra, a case we shall ignore by always taking A to 
be pi. 
Since [3], a number of papers have appeared in which pi. properties of 
n x n matrices have been generalized to verbally prime algebras. One such 
paper is [4], in which Razmyslov studies the trace identities of Mk,) and 
the central polynomials of Mk,, and M,(E). The present paper grew out of 
an attempt to generalize the Artin-Procesi theorem (cf. [a]) to the verbally 
prime case. We found that all verbally prime p.i. algebras satisfy weaker 
versions of the basic properties of Azumaya algebras. We will show as 
straightforward applications of Kemer’s and Razmyslov’s results 
THEOREM. Let A be a verbally prime p.i. algebra in characteristic zero 
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and let Z = the center of A. Then there is a ~Q~-~~~~~te~t ideal 
that 
(I) For each c E M, CA is contained in a finitely generated Z-moduk. 
(2) IfJ is an ideal of A, then MJc (JnZ)A cJ 
(3) rf 9 is an ideal of Z, then (A4 n Z) c Jc (J.4 n Z). 
(4) Let 8: AQ, AoP ) be the ~~~0~~~~~ map. Then 
.ker6=OandM~End,(A)cim8. 
now turn to the proof. The aIgebha 
erate trace function tr. Razmyslov showe 
there ertist (non-commutative) polynomials 
12(x,, .. . . x,) such that each e,(x,, . . . . x,) 
a non-vanishing, 
k,I satisfies the tr 
e,(x19 .. . . x,) xe((x1, .~., x,) = C(X!9 .. . . n,) er(x) (a) 
i=l 
tr(e,(x,, . . . . x,)x)e:(x,, .~.) x,)=6$x1, .,.,x,)x. (b) 
i=l 
et y,, ...9 y, be a new 
identities 
,I 
ei(Yl) -) Yn 
i=l 
set of variables, so k,I also satisfies the 
e combine (a) with (b)’ to evaluate c(x) c(y)u: 
Note that, by (a), each q,(x) = cj”= 1 e,(x) ej(y) Uei(x) Ss centraa. Thus, fo7 
fixed x1, . ..) x,, yl, . . . . y,, c(x) c(y) = xi= 1 pi(u) dj, wklere 
be pi ~~~iva~e~t to Mk,[, so A satisfies (*). c(x) c(y) is 
o~y~~~~a~ for A, multilinear in x1, . . . . x,, y, 4 ..~) yn. Hence the su 
by evaluations of c(x) c(y) will be a i eai of the center of A. 
e denote it Aa and call it the ~a~rnysl~v ideal. It will also 
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nilpotent. This follows from that fact that Mk,l is verbally prime. Since c(x) 
is not a p.i. for Mk,[ c(xl) c(xz) ... c(xJ will also not be a p.i., where each 
of X1) . ..) xk are independent sets of variables. A non-zero evaluation of 
c(xl) . . c(xk) will be a non-zero element of Mk. We now have 
LEMMA 1. Let A be p.i. equivalent o Mk,[, let Z be the center of A, and 
let z be an element of the Razmyslov ideal of A. Then there exist Z-linear 
functions ‘pl, . . . . cp, from A to Z and d,, . . . . d,, E: A such that, for all a E A, 
za=C;=, qi(a)d,. 
DEFINITION. Given an algebra A, a polynomial identity for A of the 
form 
4x1 9 ..a, X,)X= t o)i(Xl, ...> Xn, X) di(xl, ...y Xn) (**I 
i=l 
is called an Azumaya identity for A if 
(1) (**) is a multilinear in x, x1, . . . . x, 
(2) (pi is a central polynomial for A, i= 1, . . . . n 
(3) z is a non-vanishing central polynomial for A. 
LEMMA 2. If A @E satisfies an Azumaya identity, then A satisfies an 
Azumaya identity. 
Proof Since z is multilinear, central, and non-vanishing on A 0 E, 
there exists a substitution z(al Be,, . . . . a, Be,) $0 such that a,, . . . . a, E A 
and such that e,, . . . . e, are homogeneous elements of E. Now z(xl Oe,, . . . . 
x, Oe,)(xO 1)--Z cpi(xl Be,, . . . . x, Oe,, x@e) 4(x1 Be,, . . . . x, @en)= 
(3x1 3 . . . . xn)x-C (pitxI, ..‘3 x*~ x) a,(~, , . . . . x,)) @ e, . . . e,, for appropriate 
polynomials Z, Cpi and di. 
We claim that 5(x,, . . . . x,)x-C ai(xI, . . . . x,, x) (pi(XI, . . . . x,) is an 
Azumaya identity for A. Clearly 5(x,, . . . . x,) is not an identity for A 
since ?(a,, . . . . a,) # 0. Moreover, since A @E satisfies the identity 
[z(xl, . . . . xn), y] = 0, if we let each xi = cli @e, and y = b @ 1, tli, b E A, ei 
as above, then it follows that Z is a central polynomial for A. The same 
argument shows that each Cpi s central. 
LEMMA 3. Every verbally prime p.i. F-algebra satisfies an Azumaya 
identity. 
Proof. By Kemer’s theorem classifying verbally prime algebras, there 
are three nontrivial cases to consider. 
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If the algebra is p.i. equivalent to k,[ the statement mows from 
Lemma 1. 
If the algebra is p.i. equivalent to M,,(E) 
Kemer (see [5] ) M,,(E) @ E is p.i. equivalent 
the algebra is p.i. equivalent to M,(F) 
Artin-Procesi theor 
prefers, this case follows from Lemma 2 a 
a has been prsven as 
is any verbally prime algebra with Azumaya ~de~t~t~ (**) we 
the Razmyslov ideal, the nob-~ilpote~t ideal of Z gotten fro 
all evaluations of z. For a fixed c =~(a,, . . . . a,) EM w 
CDL(Q,> ...,a,, a) by q,(a) and di(a,, . . . . a,) by di SO that ca 
in Lemma 1. We are now in a position to prove all parts 
(1) CA =Ci qj(A)dj cCi Zd;. 
(2) We need to show that if JaA an 
ut cJ=Ci pi(J) hi,, and since each qi is a p 
Z, each vi(J) is in JnZ. 
then CJC (Jn Z)A. 
A to 
(3) Let JaZ and let CCX,U,E,JA~Z, ai~J, u[EA, and Zet c== 
zba ! > “‘9 a,) be an evaluation of z. Then 
c C aiui =z al C oliui, a,, .~.) a,z 
I i , 
=C~l~z(a~u~, a2, ..,, a,j~JaZcJ. 
First, let C ai 0 bj E A @ AoP be in the kernel of 9, and let c E 
jajQb,=C,icp,(a,)d,Ob, = Cid,O~:,(Pi(a~)~jiForeachfix 
r the sum 2 cp,(aj)bj. By the de~~~t~Q~ of vi, cp,(ai) = & fk~jjSiC 
for sQme fk, Sh E A and so 
J j, k k i 
ut, since 2 aj @ bj E ker 8, the last sum is zero. And so c 
Now, let I: A -+ A be a Z-linear map. Then et(a) = t(ca) = 
i p,(a) i(d,). As above, we write cpi(a) = Cf$~f;,~ an 
entitied with &i fk,i 0 fk,it(di). 
This completes this proof. 
emarks. (1) The characteristic zero assumption is necessary tQ a 
emer’s classification theorem. En characteristic p, if we merefy assume 
A is equivalent to M,(F) or M,, if p # 2, ~dl Qf (l)-(4) fdQWS, 
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Razmyslov’s theorem holds in characteristic p. For the case of M,(E), the 
result that M,(E) 0 (E) is equivalent to IQ,. is not known. However, an 
examination of the proof in [S] reveals that M,(E) 0 (E) and M,, must 
satisfy the same multilinear identities, even in characteristic p, and so our 
proof goes through in this case also. 
(2) Although the Razmyslov ideal is not nilpotent, if A is equivalent 
to Mk,[ or M,(E) it is nil. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show 
that a central polynomial for Mk,[ or M,(E) has image in the radical, and 
so is nilpotent. 
EXAMPLE. Let A = E(V)=C,“=, E”(V) be the Grassmann algebra 
without unit on the vector space V with basis vl, v2, . . . . For our central 
polynomial z we take [xi, x2]. The existence of an Azumaya identity 
follows from the Lie identity [x1x, x2] =xl[x, x2] + [xi, xZ]x. The 
Razmyslov ideal M will be C,“= 1 E2n( V). In this case the map I3 of (4) is 
neither one-to-one nor onto. For example, consider the formal sum s = 
v1f.3 + v~v2v~vq -I- v~v2v~v~v~v~ + .‘.. For each aEA, sa is finite sum and 
so belongs to A. Hence s gives an element of End,(A) not in the image of 
8. If z E M, then for some s’ E E, sz = S’Z and sz = 0(s’ 0 z). 
Likewise 0 is not one-to-one. For example, 8(v, 0 vl) = 0 but v1 0 v1 is 
not zero in A. It is easy to see that for any z E M, z(vr @ vl) = 0. We leave it 
to the interested reader to work through the remaining parts of the 
theorem in this case. 
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